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ABSTRACT

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is an X-linked recessive neuro-muscular disorder that

causes progressive muscle degeneration. DMD patients tend to walk on their tip toes because of

their weak calf muscles and currently do not have many options for managing the fatigue

induced by supporting most of the foot strike impact with the ball of their feet. Patients with

Idiopathic Toe Walking (ITW) suffer from similar symptoms and lack of physical support when

walking. The addition of external heel support through an orthosis attached on the exterior of the

heel of the shoe may help reduce this fatigue and correct the tip toe gait of DMD and ITW

patients, enabling them to walk for longer distances unassisted. In order to study the effect of

additional heel support with an orthosis, a custom orthosis with variable stiffness cushioning was

designed. A healthy subject walked with simulated tip toe walking observed in DMD and ITW

patients on a treadmill for three thirty-second trials, each with a cushioning material of rubber,
gel, or foam added to the orthosis. The force on the foot, calf muscle activity, and video were

recorded. Controls of "normal" walking and tip toe walking without prototypes were used for

baseline comparisons. Material firmness and Young's modulus were measured for each of the

materials with a compression test using a texture analyzer. There was a significant decrease in

muscle activity from the tip toe control with the foam orthosis for both feet and for all orthosis

materials for the right foot. There was also a significant improvement in heel-to-ball force ratios

for all orthosis materials compared to the tip toe control. There was no observed correlation

between material firmness and Young's modulus with muscle activity or heel-to-ball force ratio.

The gait analysis from the video showed a gait appearance closer to that of the normal control

than the tip toe control with the orthoses.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Hugh Herr

Tile: Professor in Media Arts and Sciences
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1. Introduction
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) is an X-linked recessive disease that affects 1 out of every

3.600 male infants. The onset of the illness usually manifests early in the first decade of life, around
4 or 5 years old, with a persistent progression of the disease after diagnosis [1]. Improvements in

health practices have continued expanding the life span of DMD patients, but many still live only
into their second or third decade due to complications from the inevitable muscle weakness caused

by the disease [2]. As a result of this muscle weakness, traits that are often seen in patients with
DMD include: enlargement of the calves (pseudohypertrophy, due to scar tissue accumulation),
frequent stumbling and falling, difficulty standing up and climbing stairs, and tip toe walking [2].
Although toe walking in DMD patients seen in the later stages of the disease is attributed to

shortening of the heel cords, it is also seen early on in young patients preceding and resulting in
contracture of the heel cords. This early onset of toe walking is a result of weakness of the hip

flexors, early weakness of the foot dorsiflexors, and marked lumbar hyperlordosis, which results
in the patient making a postural adjustment in which they find it easier to walk on their tip toes

[4], as shown in Figure 1.

4\0

Figure 1: Tip toe walking, often seen in patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy
(DMD) or idiopathic toe walking (ITW). Image from Arizona Orthopedic Physical
Therapy.

Idiopathic toe-walking (ITW) describes a condition in which children walk with a toe-gait pattern

without a known cause [5]. The ITW diagnosis is made by exclusion because developmental

conditions and myopathies are considered first before a patient is diagnosed with ITW when all

other known possibilities have been eliminated [6]. Patients with ITW have a normal physical

examination, with the only abnormalities they exhibit being a limitation in passive ankle

dorsiflexion with a firm end point on stretch in both supine and standing positions, and walking

on their toes [5]. It is often grouped with the same condition as "congenital short tendo calcaneus"

but presents earlier in life [6]. Patients with ITW can eventually end up with permanent physical

changes, such as fixed equines contracture with secondary changes in the gastrocnemius / soleus

muscle-tendon properties, as a result of their prolonged tip toe walking [6]. It has been observed

that persistent equinus positioning can result in permanent shortening of the gastrocnemius/soleus

muscle complex [6]. Thus, patients with ITW exhibit many similar walking behaviors as patients

with DMD and may suffer from the same consequences.
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Fatigue is often a common complaint among patients with DMD and it is one of the many things
that reduces their quality of life. It is well-known that DMD patients have trouble supporting long-
term activity, thus leading to an increase in sedentary behavior and contributing to increased
muscle atrophy. The fear of increased muscle damage due to excessive physical activity often
restricts the mobility of the patients, leading to premature wasting away of the muscles and
increased risks for co-morbidity caused by cardio-pulmonary complications [7]. There are several
biological factors that contribute to the fatigue experienced by the patients: a higher energy loss
due to a clumsy gait (walking on the tip toes), loss of nNOS, and general lack of muscle force due
to permanent weakness from the progression of the disorder [8]. In DMD, there is a disruption in
the linkage between the extracellular matrix and the intracellular cytoskeleton, resulting in a loss
of sarcolemma integrity and stability which is essential for the localization of neuronal nitric oxide
synthase (nNOS). The consequential absence of nNOS contributes to fiber degeneration and
reduces the normal protective action of nitric oxide (NO) against local ischemia during contraction
and increases the cellular susceptibility to superoxides. Thus, this loss of nNOS may result in
aberrant regulation of adrenergic vasodilatation and without proper vascular dilatation and the
subsequent blood flow, muscles experience focal necrosis and it causes the fatigue commonly felt
in DMD patients [9].

Patients with muscular dystrophy often struggle to walk for distances longer than a couple hundred
meters because of common muscle fatigue. Currently, there are no assistive devices available for
these patients during the ambulatory stage of their lives, thus medical caregivers recommend
frequent rest as a way to deal with the fatigue from long-term physical exertion [10]. One possible
new method that can be explored for enabling these patients to walk longer distances would be to
provide an external addition to the heel of their shoe which would provide shock absorbency and
allow them to re-distribute the force felt along the foot, most of which currently falls on the front
of the foot due to their tendency to walk on tip toes. Although studies have been done on the shock
absorbency properties of the natural heel pads [11] and the effects of heel cushioning elements in
pre-constructed safety shoes [8], there has not been done much research in the field of externally
added orthosis with concentrated cushioning at the heel and their effects on muscle exertion and
force distribution along the foot, which is what this project aims to explore.

2. Background
2.1 Current Treatments: Orthoses
Orthoses are commonly used to control deformities in the lower limb and to support standing and
walking. During the assisted locomotion stage of a patient's life, they tend to use either an ankle-
foot orthosis (AFOs), shown in Figure 2, or a knee-ankle-foot-orthosis (KAFOs), with the former
being more common [10]. However, there is a gap between the onset of clinical signs of DMD and
the requirement of orthosis. AFOs are not recommended for use during the ambulatory stage
because they tend to limit the compensatory movement needed for independent ambulation.
Currently, there are not many options for dealing with the fatigue from long-term physical activity
during the ambulatory stage of a patient's life, besides normal and frequent rest, potentially risking
a preference for a sedentary lifestyle.

However, the appropriate use of orthoses or other splints can potentially prolong ambulatory status
in patients [15]. In the case of AFOs, they help in maintaining plantigrade foot while walking,
prevent joint damage, and distributes weight on the foot. AFOs slow contractures at the ankle joint
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and improve ambulation by maintaining body alignment, thus improving static and dynamic
balance and gait [15]. For orthoses in general, a study focusing on the treatment of plantar fasciitis
specifically showed that although orthoses do not have long-term benefits, they have small short-
term benefits and may produce small reductions in pain [16]. Another study showed that foot
orthoses with lateral bar decreased the mean activity of some lower-body muscles during certain
phases of gait [17]. It has been shown that foot orthoses may have effects on the passive and active

tissues of the lower limb, having demonstrated to increase shock attenuation during the foot strike
[18]. Hence, because of these observed beneficial effects when walking, orthoses are a usual part

of therapy for DMD patients and may benefit anyone that exhibits toe-walking.

Figure 2: Knee-AnIde Orthoses are commonly used to redistribute force along the foot
and treat the toe-walking symptom resulting from muscular dystrophy or idiopathic toe-
walking. Image from Health and Care.

For idiopathic toe-walking, there are a group of treatments ranging from more conservative to

more aggressive, depending on the age and symptoms of the patient. Usually for a young child, a

more conservative approach is taken consisting of passive stretching exercises of plantarflexors
and night splinting [5]. Among constant stretching of the muscle tendon complex, serial casting,
and dorsiflexor strengthening exercises, a dorsiflexion- assist ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) is
sometimes used to achieve a heel-toe gait pattern [6]. There is a higher degree of limitation of

ankle motion the longer that the patient waits to be treated, thus older children respond less to non-
operative treatment [6]. For a 6-to-8-year-old patient that fails conservative treatment, they are

suggested to proceed with a tendo-Achilles lengthening [5]. Surgical treatment has shown

promising results as a reliable form of intervention for children with ITW, as patients that have

had operations such as Achilles tendon lengthening have shown improvement in ankle motion,
demonstrating normal passive and active dorsiflexion range, and a return to a heel-toe gait pattern

a few years after [5], [6].
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2.2 Rollover Shape and Heel Support
In a study that examined the effect of shoe heel height on rollover characteristics during walking,
it was observed that one naturally adapts to wearing shoes of different heel heights to maintain a
similar rollover shape as without heels [12]. "Roll-over" shapes were characterized as the shape
found between heel contact and opposite heel contact. The ankle-foot system is automatically
adapted to keep a consistent rollover shape, suggesting that there is an importance to maintaining
these rollover characteristics when walking [12]. Similarly, patients with DMD may have
compensated for the lack of heel support, but it has been shown that an abnormal gait leads to an
increased energy waste because of increased muscular effort [8]. Another study that looked into
the natural heel pad part of the foot revealed the importance of heel support, revealing that the heel
pad acts as a shock absorber when walking. For a heel pad with a greater shock absorbency, there
was a reduction in the measured peak force felt by the heel strike. It is argued that low heel pad
shock absorbency tends to promote heel-strike dependent injuries, thus an increase in shock
absorbency would allow a greater term of physical activity before an injury is developed [11]. It
has also been observed that when a more "comfortable" insole is worn, there is a shift of pressure
from the forefoot to the midfoot, allowing for a more even distribution of the pressure at the plantar
surface of the foot [13]. Comfort is defined as a lower force felt at the ball of the foot in comparison
to the heel of the foot. The subjects in this study consistently rated the least comfortable insole as
the one where the pressure and force were significantly higher in the forefoot area and the contact
area in the midfoot was smaller, thus again pointing towards the importance of heel involvement,
something that DMD patients lack because of their tendency to walk on tip toes, for force
distribution and comfort when walking.

Although the gait pattern of a DMD and ITW patient is mostly normal, there are identified
divergences from a normal gait. A normal gait pattern is characterized by reciprocal activity of the
gastrocnemius-soleus complex and the tibialis anterior [5]. For DMD patients, there is usually a
long progressive dorsiflexion followed by plantar flexion until toe off and for ITW patients there
is a short-lived dorsiflexion with progressive plantar flexion until toe off [6]. For patients with
myopathies such as DMD, the changes in gait appeared to be an effect of the compensation for
weak quadriceps, anterior tibial muscles and triceps surae [6]. Compared to a normal gait pattern,
patients with ITW exhibit premature onset of gastrocnemius activity at the end of the swing phase,
abnormal timing of the activity of the tibialis anterior, and an overlapping of gastrocnemius and
tibialis anterior as a result of their toe-walking [5].

2.3 Muscle Fatigue Mitigation
The heel strike associated with high impact loads often needs to be compensated by increased
muscular effort [8]. However, when optimally cushioned shoes are worn, the cumulative muscle
activity drops, suggesting reduced muscular effort [8]. These cushioning elements are used as
shock absorbers with the objective of reducing required muscle exertion, thus hopefully reducing
muscle fatigue and decreasing risk of injury.

2.4 Research Objective

Due to previously observed reduction in muscular effort and redistribution of weight along the
foot with cushioned shoes and orthoses, we hypothesize that externally added heel support with an
orthosis can be beneficial for DMD and ITW patients due by mitigating negative effects of tip toe
walking. This thesis presents the design of an orthoses with cushioning material for external use
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to correct deviations in normal gait behavior caused by tip toe walking, the effects of which will
are investigated through system analysis and biomechanical evaluation.

We aim to examine how the foot-to-heel distribution and calf electromyography change with the
addition of a foot orthosis with cushioning support materials at the heel as a way to look at
hopefully decreased muscle exertion and correction from tip toe walking characteristics to
'normal" walking characteristics. In order to test this hypothesis, a custom orthosis with variable
stiffness support material is designed. Muscle activity and force distribution along the foot are
measured to compare walking without added heel support to walking with the orthosis. A single
healthy subject, without DMD, will walk on a treadmill for three thirty-second trials with each of
the prototype variations being studied attached to the heel of their shoe: foam cushioning, rubber
cushioning, and gel cushioning. They will also walk on their tip toes and with a normal walk
without any added heel support for controls. The firmness and Young's modulus of the materials
added as external support will also be analyzed with a compression test on a texture analyzer to
explore how material properties affect the effectiveness of the added heel support.

3. Experimental Design
This thesis describes the design of a novel assistive orthosis for patients with DMD, system
identification of the orthosis and materials, and a biomechanical study of a subject walking with
the orthosis.
The aim of this thesis is to prove the hypothesis that an external orthosis will normalize the walking
gait of someone who walks on their tip toes, a common gait pathology of persons with DMD. The
custom orthosis, designed according to the design criteria outlined in 3.1, was tested on a healthy
female subject walking on her tip toes on a treadmill for thirty-second trials while force,
acceleration, EMG, and video data were recorded. Three materials of rubber, gel, and foam were
added to the orthosis and were tested along with two controls of tip toe walking and normal
walking without an orthosis. These materials were analyzed with a texture analyzer to determine
important material properties used for comparison in data analysis.

3.1 Orthosis
The primary design requirement of the orthosis that is must increase heel support when walking
by redistributing the forces along the foot from the ball of the foot and shift it towards the heel.
We aim to improve upon existing ankle-foot orthoses, which are obtrusive, time-intensive to put
on, and only provide structure and rigid support rather than padding. With these goals in mind, we
developed the design requirements listed below.
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Version tested
1 version

Figure 3: Progression of orthosis prototype designs. An initial idea of a simple hinge
mechanism was first tested with different materials at the hinge. Eventually, many
iterations later, this developed into an orthosis with a hinge made of two rubber materials

and 3D printed with supports used for attachment to the heel of the shoe using Velcro .

The Shore 85 Tango was used for the red region (lower half of the hinge), the Shore

95 was used for the blue region (upper half of the hinge), and the VeroBlackPlus

was used for the rest of the prototype shown in grey

Prior to the design of the first prototype iteration, a set of design criteria were set:

* Robust: must be able to withstand up to 150 lbs of weight. Minimize thin structures.

* Durability: must be able to withstand scraping against several surfaces for at least a

year. Use a hard exterior for the encasing of the prototype.

* Maintenance: easy to clean. Minimize amount of parts and complex geometry.

* Attachment: takes less than three steps to put on. Minimize amount of parts and

implement single-step attachment such as Velcro.

* Comfort: does not cause the user pain when using. Smooth surfaces and cushioning.

Orthosis will be custom fit to the user.

The design criteria were set with the typical user being a male between the ages of 4-12 who is a

maximum size of 61 inches tall and 150 lbs. For the final prototype, the orthosis was designed to

be a single part to simplify manufacturing and to reduce connections between components.

Keeping it to a single part also made fabricating the prototype through 3D printing easier and

attachment and storage of the orthosis for the user better. A hinge-flap method was used to allow

flexibility for the orthosis to be bent and expanded as the user walks on it, as shown in Figure 3.

The upper flap connected to the hinge is constrained from full range of motion by an overlapping

piece at the top of the prototype. This helps contain the cushioning material (gel, rubber, or foam

in this study) inside the gap formed between the flaps and also shrink the working space of the

orthosis in order to limit its dynamics. Slits on the bottom plate and along the side beams were

added to insert Velcro for user attachment.
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Figure 4: Different views of the final prototype used for testing. The final prototype
was 3D printed with a multi-material 3D printer.

The prototype used for testing, shown in Figure 4, was fabricated using a 3D printer (Stratasys,
Eden Prarie, MN, Connex 500) with 16 microns (0.0006 in) layer thickness. Three different
materials were used to print the prototype: VeroBlackPlus photopolymer, Tango DM 9885 Shore
85, and Tango DM 9895 Shore 95. The Shore 85 Tango was used for the red region of the hinge
shown in Figure 3, the Shore 95 was used for the blue region, and the VeroBlackPlus was used

for the rest of the prototype shown in grey. Approximately 12 inches of Velcro adhesive (Amazon)
was used for theorthosis attachment mechanism.

3" (76.2 mm) 3" (76.2 mm) 3" (76.2 mm)

T Iiilgl INI

2") (25.4 mm)) Top
3.25 (50.8 MM) -Middle---

(82.55mm) 
31.7dmm

Bottoni 1.5"
-.- (3 8 .1 mm)

10.75"1
1 9mm)

Figure 5: Template dimensions for cushioning material inserted in prototypes. Each
prototype had 2-3 layers amounting to a total thickness of 1.5" of rubber, gel, or foam. IN
order to fit inside the prototype, the layers were stacked on top of each other.

The space in between the hinge flaps was filled with a cushioning element of one of the following

three materials: 0.5" thick 40A durometer neoprene (McMaster Carr, Elmhurt, IL, #1370N19),
0.5" thick polyurethane foam (McMaster Carr, Elmhurt, IL, #8643K542), and 0.75" thick Ultragel

motorcycle seat gel (ULTRAGEL, USA, #UMSGPRP). Pieces of the template dimensions shown
in Figure 5 were cut from each material and stacked on each other for a total thickness of 1.5".
Since the gel material was thicker than the other two materials, only a "Bottom" and "Top" piece

was used.
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3.2 Testing: Orthosis
A 22-year-old, 62", 115-120lbs healthy female with a shoe size of 7 US Women and no history of

muscular dystrophy or idiopathic toe-walking was used as the test subject in this study. The subject
walked for 30 seconds at 0.8 m/s on a treadmill for 15 trials total (3 trials each for tip toe walking

with no prototype, normal walking with no prototype, prototype with gel cushioning, prototype
with foam cushioning, and prototype with rubber cushioning). Normal walking is defined as the

whole foot contacting the ground without any support material.

AKI RS M

Figure 6: EMG and force sensors set-up. (a) Shows how the prototypes were attached to
the foot using Velcro, (b) shows the marking tape on the feet to track them in the recorded
video and the inserted force (FSR) sensors in the left foot ball and heel, and (c) shows the
placement of the EMG sensors on the gastrocnemius muscles.

A Bertec instrumented treadmill with built-in force plates was used, for which data was sampled

at 1000Hz. The Delsys Trigno system was used to capture accelerometer and EMG data at a
sampling rate of 148 Hz and 2000 Hz respectively. The EMG sensors and accelerometers, both in
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a combined sensor package, were placed on the gastrocnemius muscle, as shown in Figure 6 (c).
The data for the treadmill force plates and Delsys system was captured with the Vicon Nexsys 2.0

software.

Figure 7: Force pad placement. Two FSR sensors were placed on the left foot: one at the
heel and one at the ball of the foot.

Two individual Interlink-406 FSR force pads were placed at the ball and the heel of the foot as

shown in Figure 7. Data from the force pads was captured at a sampling rate of 100 Hz with
Vernier LabQuest using Logger Pro software. Figure 6 (a) and (b) shows how the force pads were

only placed on the left foot for this experiment. The force pads were calibrated beforehand and fit

to their respective voltage-force curves for subsequent data analysis.

Figure 8: Treadmill and camera set-up. A Bertec instrumented treadmill was used to
control the speed (0.8 m/s) and length of trial duration (30 seconds). A camera was placed
on the left of the subject to record walking gait.

14



A Canon EOS 5D Mark III Body camera was used to capture video of the walking gait of the

patient during trials, using yellow tape as shown in Figure 6 (b) to make the foot more easily
identifiable in future video analysis. The camera was position to the left of the left foot as shown

in Figure 8 and had a frame rate of 23.98 frames/second.

3.3 Testing: Materials

Texture Analyzer

10%
compression

Figure 9: Stable Micro Systems texture analyzer used to perform a compression test.
The 1-square-inch samples were compressed 10% of their original thickness and the
resulting force-time curve was captured.

The firmness and stiffness of the three cushioning materials were measured by performing a

compression test with an aluminum 2" diameter (51 mm), 24mm thick compression platen using

a Stable Micro Systems texture analyzer. The pre-test and test-speed were 2.50 mm/s and the

post-test speed was 10 mm/s. Three 1-square-inch samples of the gel, rubber, and foam were

used, of varying thicknesses. Each sample was compressed 10% of its original thickness as

shown in Figure 9: 0.95mm for rubber, 1.8mm for gel, and 1.25 mm for foam. The force-time

curve was captured with each sample using the Exponent software, having calibrated the texture

analyzer with a 2kg weight at the beginning of testing and also calibrating the height following a

procedure built into the software. Each material was compressed three times and the slope and

peak of its resulting curve, along with the geometry of the original sample, were analyzed to

derive the firmness and stiffness of each material.

3.4 Data Analysis and Frequency Identification
In order to identify the maximum muscle force exertion and footfall force for each trial, a Matlab

script to identify peaks during each foot fall cycle was written. Noise from the raw EMG data was

removed by taking the absolute of the original data and applying a low-pass Butterworth filter.

The cut-off frequency (12 Hz for all materials) was identified by performing a fast Fourier

transform (FFT) on the data. The highest peak value for each footfall cycle was then identified for

both the EMG and FSR sensors data by setting a threshold value around the 10% minimum of the

data and identifying all minima that fell underneath this threshold to discretize the data into

intervals. The maxima of each of these intervals was identified and each interval was classified as
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a footfall cycle checking that the local maximum was not one of the endpoints (to eliminate the

possibility of it being a concave down curve trending towards a minimum instead of a concave up

curve trending towards a maximum) and that it was above the maximum threshold, which was

determined by calculating 30% of the global maxima of the data. For the EMG data, the

identification of maxima was performed on the filtered data whereas for the FSR data it was

performed on the raw data, as there was not much noise. For the EMG data, the identified intervals

to separate each footfall and its corresponding maxima was then mapped to the raw data to obtain

the original maximum values, as the filtering attenuated the raw data. The identified raw peak

values for both the EMG and FSR data were then used to calculate comparisons across materials

and trials. A two-sample t-test with unequal variances was performed to calculate if the means

were significantly different from one another.

For the FSR data, the frequency spectrum resulting from fast-Fourier transform was used to

identify the three frequencies with the biggest amplitudes for comparison between the prototypes

and controls, in an effort to compare the shapes of the resulting time vs. force plots.

4. Results and Discussion
After examining the data from the force pad (FSR) sensors and EMG sensors there was an observed

significant difference between walking with the prototype and the control tip toe walking (without

the prototype). The peak behavior of the maximum force at the heel and ball of foot also displayed

similar characteristics to the "normal" walking control for the prototype trials in contrast to the

"tip toe" control behavior and gait analysis showed correction of tip toe gait with the orthosis.

4.1 Muscle Activity
The raw EMG data was very dense, with some discernale peaks and clusters. When a fast-Fourier

transform was performed on the data to distinguish the most prominent frequencies, there was

significant observed noise in the data as shown by Figure 10 below.

0.00006 Single-Sided Am litude Spectrum

0.00005

0.00004-

0.00003-

0.00002-

0.00001

0
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

f(Hz)

Figure 10: Resulting frequency spectrum of EMG data of left foot with foam prototype
from fast-Fourier transform (FFT). Performing an FFT helped identify which frequencies
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are most important to the signal and which introduce noise, in order to select a cut-off
frequency for a low-pass filter. In the case of this trial, the most prominent frequencies are
in clusters below 50 Hz.

As can be observed in Figure 10 above, there are clusters of prominent frequencies in the data but
also some frequencies that are not as prominent, but are instead introducing noise. After a low-

pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 12 Hz was applied, a much more discernable
pattern of clustered peaks with an oscillatory, periodic behavior was observed. The observed
maximum peak value for each cycle (defined by one distinguishable cluster of peaks), varied
across a set range for each prototype material and control while the local minima tended to stay

around the same value, as shown in Figure 11. The variation in maximum peak values may be due

to variations between strides in the gait of the subject.
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Figure 11: Left calf muscle EMG data after a low-pass Butterworth filter has been
applied for (a) foam prototype, (b) gel prototype, (c) rubber prototype, and (d) normal
control, (e) tip toe control. Local minima for each of the materials tended to stay around a
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constant value whereas the peaks for each of the clusters, which identify footfalls, vary
more.

Although applying a Butterworth filter successfully diminished the noise in the EMG signal and
made it easier to characterize and analyze, it also attenuated the peaks and recreated them with a
more consistent magnitude as Figure 12 shows with the results of the applied Butterworth filter
for left calf muscle of the "tip toe" control trial. These attenuated peaks were not as desirably
representative of the data for the purpose of analyze the magnitude of maximum peaks, hence
during data analysis although the filtered data was used for identification, the values of the raw
data were the ones that were analyzed.

0.0015

0.001
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-0.0005
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Applied Butterworth Filter

Raw Data
- Filtered Data

D 1 2 3 4 5
Time(s)

6 7 8 9 10

Figure 12: Filtered EMG data vs. raw EMG data for left calf muscle of "tip toe" control
trial. The applied Butterworth filter diminishes the higher-frequency noise and emphasizes
a clearer shape for the resulting curves of the EMG data, but attenuates the peaks the overall
signal.

The script written successfully identified most of the maximum peaks for each footfall cluster
across the trials, as shown in Figure 13. This allowed a more throughout analysis of the maximum
force exerted by the calf muscle when walking during the trials.
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Figure 13: Identified peaks of the EMG data from left calf muscle for "normal" control.
The highest peak of each cluster, signifying one individual footfall, is identified to
determine the maximum muscle exertion during that cycle. The maximum muscle exertion
for the "normal" control left calf footfall varies, ranging from 0.004V-0.0012V.

As these tests showed, there was an observed decrease in calf muscle activity for the left foot when

the prototype with support with cushioning at the heel was added. Figure 14 shows how there was

significantly less muscle activity (p < 0.05) than the tip toe control when a foam or rubber

cushioning insert was added to the prototype. Unexpectedly, there was a significant increase in

muscle activity compared to both the tip toe and the normal control when a gel cushioning material

was added to the prototype.
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Figure 14: Comparison of average maximum EMG for left foot between controls
(normal and tip toe) vs. prototypes (foam, gel, rubber). There was significantly less muscle
activity (p < 0.05) for the foam prototype compared to the tip toe control.

As similarly observed in previous experiments conducted as a basis for this experiment [14], the
observed decrease in muscle activity for two out of the three cushioning materials supports
previous studies that have shown that cushioning heel inserts decrease muscle activity, leading to
less fatigue and less injuries [8]. The exhibited increase in muscle activity when a gel cushioning
support was added may be due to noise in the sensors, but further testing is needed to determine
the true effect of the gel condition. For this foot, the tip toe control unexpectedly exhibits less
muscle activity than the normal control, which may suggest that the test subject was already
naturally biased to distributing their body weight between their feet unevenly when walking prior
to the experiment. It may also indicate an unevenness in calf muscle strength between the legs of
the subject.
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Figure 15: Comparison of average maximum EMG for right foot between controls
(normal and tip toe) vs. prototypes (foam, gel, rubber). There was a significant decrease (p
< 0.05) in muscle activity for all prototypes compared to both controls.

For the right foot, as shown in Figure 15, there was also a significant (p < 0.05) decrease in calf
muscle activity between the prototype trials for all cushioning materials and both controls. As was
expected, the tip toes control for the right foot has a higher muscle activity than any of the
prototypes and the normal control, showing how DMD patients and possibly idiopathic tip toe
walking patients do experience fatigue due to their physiological need to walk on their tip toes
since this results in an increase in muscle activity [7], [9]. Since there was a significant decrease
in muscle activity compared to the control as well when using the prototype, this may suggest that
using extra cushioning at the feet when walking may benefit also those that do not walk on their
tip toes.

4.2 Force Distribution
The raw data obtained from the FSR sensors on the left foot showed a clear periodic trend in the
force readings on the ball of the foot and heel of the foot. The same maximum-peak identifier
script was run on the FSR data; Figure 16 shows the raw data for the heel of the left foot from the
"tip toe" control trial with the identified peaks for each foot fall cluster cycle.
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Figure 16: Identified peaks of the FSR data from heel of left foot for "tip toe" control.
The highest peak of each cluster, signifying one individual footfall, is identified to
determine the maximum force exerted by the foot on the ground during that cycle. The
maximum force during a footfall for the heel of left foot "tip toe" control across footfalls
ranges from 0.6 N- 1 N.

Other materials displayed similar behavior with changes in maximum peak force ranges, the mean
value of which was used to compare the performance of the prototype.

The heel-to-ball force ratio (HTBR) was compared across the materials and to the two controls:
normal (no heel) and tip toe (no heel, but walking on the tip toes). A higher ratio was desired as it
indicated that more of the force was distributed towards the heel of the foot, which is the desired
force distribution since the foot heel pad is better equipped to handle shock from heel strike when
walking than the ball of the foot [11] and thus would help a patient who normally walks on their
tip toes, as discussed in the Background. There was an observed improvement in HTBR when the
test subject used the prototype with the cushioning support material at the heel. Figure 17 shows
how all the materials had a higher HTBR than the tip toe control. All the prototype trials also had
a similar HTBR ratio as the "normal" control trial, demonstrating the correcting effect of wearing
the prototype with increased heel supporting in shifting the weight distribution across the foot from
the tip toes to the heel towards a more "normal" distribution from a "tip toe" walk.
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Figure 17: Comparison of average heel-to-ball force ratio (HTBR) for left foot
between controls (normal and tip toe) vs. prototype (foam, gel, rubber). There was a
significant (p < 0.05) increase in HTBR for all prototypes compared to the tip toe control.
The HTBR for all prototypes also increased to an amount similar to the normal control,
indicating more weight on the heel and a shift to a more normal force distribution on the
foot.

Although only the foam version of the prototype decreased muscle activity for the left foot, as

previously discussed for Figure 14, all of the prototypes significantly improved the HTBR (p <
0.05 when compared to tip toes control) for the left foot. Gel insoles are commonly used to relieve

pain felt in the feet and increase comfort; the significant improvement in HTBR for gel heels

supports findings that less pressure at the ball of the foot makes walking more comfortable [13].
As mentioned in the background, DMD patients have difficulty walking and maintaining erect

positioning with progression of the illness due to weakness of antagonistic muscles of lower limbs.

One of the muscle groups affected are the ankle dorsiflexors, which results in tendo-achillis
tightness and causes the patient to walk with equinus/toe-to-heel gait [15]. The overall

improvement in HTBR with any added support at the heel when compared to the tip toe control

further validates that any cushioning element helps redistribute force felt along the foot, shifting it

towards the heel pad, which is desirable for the broad applications of this study for making tip toe

walking more comfortable with DMD patients by decreasing the force felt by the ball of the foot

[1], [7].
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An interesting trend in the curve shape of the maximum peaks observed in the prototype trials was
observed and compared to those of the "normal" and "tip toe" control trials. Figure 18 (a) shows
how for the ball of the foot, the "normal" control has a sloping curve building up to a sharp peak
at the local maxima points for each cycle, whereas the "tip toe" control has curved double-peaked
maxima. The plots for the prototypes show a behavior more similar to that of the "normal" control
than the "tip toe" control. The duration for the max force for the "normal" control appears to be
shorter than for the "tip toe" control, an interesting unexpected behavior since a study by Jorgesen
and Bojsen-Moller showed that more strike time usually meant more shock absorbency [11].
Hence, it was expected that a "normal" gait would have more shock absorbency and hence a longer
maximum-force duration. Figure 14 showed an increase in calf muscle activity in the left foot for
the "normal" and gel and rubber prototype trials, thus possibly also indicating less shock
absorbency than expected for those cases. However, the force data exhibited in Figure 18 (a) was
measured at the ball of the foot and since the force is shifted towards the ball of the foot for the
"tip toe" case, it is reasonable to see a concentrated force at the ball of the foot for these trials and
thus a longer duration of strike.

(a) _(b)

3- 3-

0. 1 2 75 35 2 2.

Figure 18: Force at the balU of the foot (a) and the heel of the foot (b). The curved two-
peaked shape in the ball of the foot data for the prototypes most resembles the shape of the
normal control than the tip toe control, showing a shift in force distribution from a tip toe
gait to a normal gait. Similarly, the force data for the prototypes has a curved peak that
most resembles the normal control, compared to the sharper peaks of the tip toe control.

Similarly, the prototype data showed a behavior similar to that of the "normal" control for the force
measured at the heel of the foot, Figure 18 (b), with a slight difference in the peaks of the gel and
rubber data as they are sharper and have some double-peaks. The "normal" force data shows
curved individual peaks for the maximum force of each cycle, whereas the "tip toe" gait has more

sharp maximum peaks and also a pair of smaller, sharp peaks during each cycle. There is also an
observable pair of smaller peaks in each cycle for the "normal" control, but they are less

pronounced than the "tip toe" control. Another interesting difference between the "normal" and

"lip toe" controls is that the smaller pair of peaks precedes the maximum peak in each cycle in the

"lip toe" control whereas the pair of peaks follows each max peak in the "normal" control. The

shape of these curves across the different materials and control is more closely analyzed and
characterized in the following section 4.3.
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4.3 Frequency Identification
In order to more quantitatively compare the shapes of the resulting force-time curves for the

prototypes and controls, the frequencies and its corresponding amplitudes were compared. As

Figure 19 shows for the ball of foot data with the foam prototype, the frequency spectrum for the

trials usually exhibited a few prominent peaks whose frequencies constituted the behavior of the
curves. These characteristic frequencies for each prototype and control served as a basis of

comparison.
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Figure 19: Resulting frequency spectrum of FSR data of ball of the foot with foam
prototype from fast-Fourier transform. There are several discernible peaks that represent
prominent frequencies in the force data. The magnitude and frequency of the top three
peaks were used for analysis and comparison between the prototypes and controls.

Figure 20 (b) shows the frequency with the biggest amplitude at the top, the second biggest
amplitude in the middle, and the third biggest amplitude at the bottom, each with their

corresponding amplitudes to the left in (a). The frequencies for the prototypes tended to be closer
to the normal control frequency than the tip toe control frequency, but the corresponding

amplitudes in (a) did not show any discernible clustering around a particular control.
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Figure 20: Maximum FSR frequencies and corresponding amplitudes for ball of the
left foot. There appears to not be a clear clustering around either control for the
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corresponding amplitudes but there frequencies for the prototypes tend to be closer to the
normal control than the tip toe control.

For the heel of the foot max frequencies and its corresponding amplitudes, both the frequencies
(b) and the amplitudes (a) tended to be closer to the frequency/amplitude for the normal control as

shown in Figure 21. The observed similarities in frequencies in the force curves of the prototypes
with the normal control suggests that a cushioned orthosis may help normalize the force

distribution along the foot to something more like a "normal" gait than a "tip toe" gait.
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Figure 21: Maximum FSR frequencies and corresponding amplitudes for the heel of
the left foot. There appears to be a clustering for the prototypes' frequencies and their
corresponding amplitudes around the normal control.

4.4 Gait Analysis
The normal gait cycle can be broken down into two primary phases: stance, when the foot is on

the ground, and swing, when the foot is in the air [19]. These phases are used to analyze and

compare walking gaits, as is done with the gaits of the test subject when wearing the prototypes

and in the control trials, shown below in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Phases of walking gait for prototypes and controls. Different phases
commonly used for gait analysis were captured and are used for comparison between the
prototypes and controls. The prototypes' gaits tend to have the same characteristics as the
normal control. The tip toe control gait concentrates the weight of the body on the ball of
the foot instead of the normal weight distribution seen across the foot.
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Previous studies have shown how children with ITW typically walk with a normal gait pattern
with appropriate balance, but they noticeably bear weight on the balls of their feet [5]. This can
also be observed in Figure as the phases of the tip toe gait follow those of the normal gait very
closely, except for the observed way that the subject bears their weight on the ball of their feet.
The gait pattern for the prototypes resemble those of the normal control more than the tip toe
control since the patient's weight appears to be more evenly supported along the foot with the
orthosis, supporting previous observations that orthoses help distribute weight on the foot [15].

4.5 Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
Our prototype needed to be very robust to withstand constant force impact over long periods of
time, since it would be used for walking. Some areas of concern were the thinnest areas of the
prototype towards the top where the Velcro was attached and the hinge, which was the part of the
prototype that would be in motion the most. The first FEA analysis, which fixed the top beams of
the structure where the Velcro is attached as shown in Figure 23, applied a force of gravity
downwards to simulate when the prototype is lifted off the ground during a step. -In (a) the
maximum stress is observed at the corners and along the thin beams of the structure, as can be
expected. In (b) the maximum strain is shown to be along the hinge, which is reasonable since that
is the part of the prototype that moves the most and thus is stretched the most, which is confirmed
by the results of (c) which shows high displacement concentration along the hinge.

(a) (b)

(C)
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Figure 23: Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of prototype with top support fixed to
simulate stresses on the structure when foot is in the air. The only force in this case is the
force of gravity. The stress (a) is concentrated in the corners of the structure and the upper
beams. The most strain (b) is predicted to be at the hinge, in which the biggest predicted
displacement (c) is also shown to be.

The FEA results shown in Figure 24 ran on the prototype to simulate when the prototype is being
stepped on, by fixing the bottom and applying a force equivalent to the subject's body weight along
the top plate connected to the hinge, showed that the most stress (a) and strain (b) was along the
hinge in this case, which is reasonable since the only moving part of the prototype when it is in

contact with the ground is the top hinge plate. The highest predicted displacement would be at the
edge of the top hinge plate, showing that the application of force at this point can be compared to

torque about the hinge, thus increasing force felt by the prototype and the resulting displacement
farther from the hinge.

(a) (b)

(C)

Figure 24: Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of prototype with bottom place fixed to
simulate stresses in structure when foot is touching the ground. The forces are applied along
the top plate connected to the hinge, along with the force of gravity. The most stress (a)
and strain (b) are observed to be along the hinge. The biggest displacement (c) in the
structure is predicted to be along the edge of the top plate connected to the hinge.

4.6 Materials
The relationship between engineering stress/strain and force/displacement dictates:

Stress = Force
Area
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Strain = Displacement (2)
Length

These known relationships were used to derive engineering stress and strain from the force and
displacement data collected from the texture analyzer compression tests, the results of which are

shown in Figure 25.
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derive the Young's modulus for (a) foam, (b) gel, and (c) rubber.

There is an observed difference in the Young's moduli between the prototypes' cushioning
materials, obtained from the slope of the engineering stress vs. engineering strain curves. The

Young's modulus, along with the material firmness obtained from the maximum force of the force

vs. displacement data, were paired with the material's corresponding heel to ball ratio and EMG
data from the trials with the prototypes, but no clear correlation was observed as is shown in Figure
26 and Figure 27.
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Figure 26: Material firmness correlation to (a) heel to ball force ratio (HTBR), (b) left
calf muscle activity, and (c) right calf muscle activity. There was no clear correlation trend
observed.
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Figure 27: Young's modulus correlation to (a) heel to ball force ratio (HTBR), (b) left
calf muscle activity, and (c) right calf muscle activity. There was no clear correlation trend
observed.

Previous studies have found that firmer materials decrease muscle activity, thus acting as better
shock absorbers [8]. However, the data acquired in this study does not show this previously-

observed negative correlation between firmness and muscle activity, possibly due to a need of

more samples with different firmness.

4.7 Device Validation

From interviewing the testing subject, it was determined that currently it takes about a minute to

put on each orthosis for someone who has used it a couple times before. It takes about two minutes

for someone who has limited experience with the orthoses. The subject claimed that the prototype
was "clunky" although she could comfortably walk with it. Velcro placement, or replacement,

needs to be considered for more comfort and to make it easier to put it on. The prototype was able

to withstand the weight of the subject throughout the trials without being fractured, thus indicating

robustness. For maintenance, the subject was concerned about the need to replace only the

cushioning material inserted in the prototype vs. having to replace the whole orthosis, which was

not addressed in the version of the prototype tested.
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4.8 Sources and Error and Limitations
There was not access to a DMD patient at the start of this project, hence the tests described in this
thesis were done by using a healthy human to simulate tip toe walking. Due to human error and
inability to perfectly control tip toe angle (for which the desired angle was thirty degrees), this
might have brought divergence in our results from tests with a DMD or ITW patient. These tests
were also only run with one subject, thus limiting our sample size and not yet confirming if our
results are reproducible.

Although a template was used to cut out the cushioning material inserted in the-prototypes and an
ideal thickness was set, there was still slight variations in thickness and shape of the cushioning
material between prototypes. Since there was not an exact amount of cushioning in each prototype,
this might have influenced our results.

During testing, the subject would at times hold on to the rails on the side of the treadmill for
stability, which could have affected our data collection. At times, the subject's shoe would get
stuck on the ridges of the back of the prototype, thus causing them to falter in their step and
possibly influencing the data.

5. Conclusion
There is a significant decrease calf muscle activity and a significantly higher force distribution
towards the heel of the foot when any heel support material is added in comparison to walking on
the tip toes with no support. Decreased muscle activity and a higher heel pad shock absorbency
have shown to decrease fatigue when engaging in physical activities. Hence, if these physiological
effects are seen with externally added heel support material, it may help decrease fatigue in patients
with muscular dystrophy or with idiopathic toe-walking that tend to walk on their tiptoes. Although
there is some discrepancy in EMG results between feet, overall the prototype with foam cushioning
significantly decreased muscle activity and improved HTBR for both feet in comparison to the "tip
toe" control. Since it performed the best out of all the material tested, this suggests that materials
with the same properties as foam may be the most beneficial in providing heel support. There is
also an observed shift towards a "normal" way of walking when a prototype with cushioning
support is used, as the HTBR became more like the "normal" control, the shape of the curves of
the force felt along the foot assimilated more to the "normal" control as well, and the walking gait
resembled the normal control gait more with an even force distribution along the foot. Overall, this
study shows that any added heel support may help improve force distribution along the foot reduce
fatigue when performing a physical activity such as walking and correct the tip toe gait to a normal
gait. The designed orthosis may provide a more comfortable and less obtrusive alternative to
current AFOs used for treatment for children with DMD or ITW, increasing their quality of life
and potentially improving health outcomes during early treatment of their condition.

6. Future Work
Next steps for this research include conducting interviews with people who have DMD, and to
evaluate the prototype with this population. Interviews will be used to get feedback on the ease of
use and comfort of the current prototype and to inform the design of the next version of the

prototype. Testing the prototype with a group of DMD patients will allow us to confirm or reject
our hypothesis for the effects of orthoses on tip-toe-walking patients.
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For future versions of the prototype, we plan to explore more materials with a wider variety of
material properties, including composites. We are also considering inserting other less-passive
mechanical components in the prototype. Improvements to be made to the prototype: better
attachment to the shoe, reduce weight and size, and increased ease of cushioning material insertion.

We also plan to collect more data to better inform us of our system at hand by using more EMG
sensors placed around other areas of the lower body. This would enable us to have more
information on hand and allow us to do a more comprehensive system identification. Moving
forward, we also plan to analyze our data more in-depth to determining if there are other
characteristics that we can analyze. It would also be interesting to observe if there are any observed
changes when the patient walks on a treadmill for a longer trial time.
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